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Museums and Community Engagement

Museums and Community Engagement by Illinois State Museum 3 months ago 1 hour, 2 minutes 146 views The 21st century, museum, is a reflection of the, communities, around it and who it serves. How we connect and build bridges must ...

Modern Muslim Scholars on Quran Preservation - Qira'at Conundrum - Episode 4

Modern Muslim Scholars on Quran Preservation - Qira'at Conundrum - Episode 4 by CIRA International 6 hours ago 15 minutes 1,659 views What do some of today's modern Muslim scholars say about the preservation of the Quran? Modern Muslim scholars make bold ...

Museums as Agents of Change

Museums as Agents of Change by Jewish Museum of Maryland 5 months ago 53 minutes 11 views The Capital Jewish, Museum, and the Jewish, Museum, of Maryland come together for a conversation about how our, museum, ...

Indigenous Methodologies Series with Dr. Sandy Grande, Janene Yazzie, \u0026 Valerie Shirley 11/23/20

Indigenous Methodologies Series with Dr. Sandy Grande, Janene Yazzie, \u0026 Valerie Shirley 11/23/20 by Abbe Museum 10 hours ago 1 hour, 34 minutes No views Part of the Abbe, Museum's, 2020 virtual programming,
our Indigenous Methodologies series seeks to uplift and center Native-led ...

Robert Janes, Editor-in-Chief, "Museum Management and Curatorship"

Robert Janes, Editor-in-Chief, "Museum Management and Curatorship" by FutureofMuseums 11 years ago 5 minutes, 42 seconds 9,732 views Janes, author of ", Museums , in a Troubled World: Irrelevance, Collapse or Renewal" gives a Voices of the Future interview and ...

Is There a Left Foreign Policy?

Is There a Left Foreign Policy? by Zero Books 3 days ago 1 hour, 38 minutes 2,619 views Djene Rhys Bajalan is a historian of the Middle East specializing the rise of nationalism and the evolution of the Kurdish question.

Inside the Secret Mounds Of Pre-Historic America | Ancient Mysteries (S3) | Full Episode | History

Inside the Secret Mounds Of Pre-Historic America | Ancient Mysteries (S3) | Full Episode | History by HISTORY 2 months ago 46 minutes 439,641 views A fascinating exploration of the tens of thousands of mounds left behind by the people of Cahokia, an ancient city in North America ...

Why did the British Wear Red?

Why did the British Wear Red? by Brandon F. 2 years ago 11 minutes, 1 second 316,124 views It's a common question, and a one to which there are a variety of different answers floating around on the internet. Unfortunately ...

How Did Ordinary Citizens Become Murderers?

How Did Ordinary Citizens Become Murderers? by United States Holocaust Memorial Museum 3 years ago 1 hour, 29 minutes 736,845 views What prompted average people to commit extraordinary crimes in support of the Nazi cause? In the Holocaust era, countless ...

Six Dr. Seuss Books Will Stop Being Published Due to Racist Images

Six Dr. Seuss Books Will Stop Being Published Due to Racist Images by Bloomberg Quicktake: Now 2 days ago 5 minutes, 19 seconds 45,462 views Six Dr. Seuss, books, — including “And to Think That I Saw It on Mulberry Street” and “If I Ran the Zoo” — will stop being published ...
Ruth Ben-Ghiat, "Strongmen"

Ruth Ben-Ghiat, "Strongmen" by Politics and Prose 3 months ago 1 hour, 4 minutes 8,876 views Professor Ruth Ben-Ghiat discusses her new book, "Strongmen" with George Conway on P\u0026P Live! In partnership with Protect ...

Book Talk at the Museum

Book Talk at the Museum by City of Bellingham, Washington 3 years ago 1 hour, 11 minutes 124 views Two fascinating history authors present their books at the Whatcom County Historical Society event on January 11th, 2018.

3.2.2. The political and economic impact of museums

3.2.2. The political and economic impact of museums by Unibo OpenKnowledge - Università di Bologna 2 years ago 6 minutes, 6 seconds 386 views This video is included in the MOOC "Museums and society" available on Unibo Open Knowledge https://book.unibo.it/ The ...

Dan Hicks and ‘The Brutish Museums’

Dan Hicks and ‘The Brutish Museums’ by The Courtauld 2 months ago 1 hour, 8 minutes 1,216 views The necessary drive for the 'decolonisation' of the arts and the restitution of looted artefacts is mounting in light of Black Lives ...

Nearly EVERYTHING in this Book is Insultingly Inaccurate!

Nearly EVERYTHING in this Book is Insultingly Inaccurate! by Brandon F. 1 year ago 48 minutes 63,052 views The last time I made a video about this terrible so-called children's educational book, it was entirely focused on their insultingly ...
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